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“Will Touch Mars soil by 2025 and overcome bitcoins”
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ABSTRACT
REDMARS (RMARS) is launched to introduce the world with the future developments of the space technology for research
on the Mars planet. This REDMARS Coin is a cryptocurrency solutions for the investors to build the future in the space
research technology. This is the best alternate solution from the traditional financial system present in the world today.
This is a complete unique opportunity for the people to invest in the Mars research project.

With investing in RMARS we can build a better future on the red planet known as Mars. We this investment the the holders
will increase their chance of survival on this planet. Apart from this it will prove in the coming years a prosperous decision
to invest in the REDMARS Coins by earning much profit along with other benefits for their future generations. The future of
the financial prosperity lies in the cryptocurrency like REDMARS Coins.
RMARS investment will be provide the holders and team the opportunity to reach the Red planet Mars by 2025 to settle on
this planet. We have seen in our present times the depletion of the resources on the Earth. But investing in the REDMARS
Coins holders will benefit the investors earn better profit as well as income and help them to land and settle on the Mars
planet by 2020.
By November our website will launch and start the market platform to invest in the REDMARS (RMARS) for our investors to
invest and earn beneficial profit and create as well as grow financial with our REDMARS Coins. Investors will benefit to
learn more about the space research development to settle the humans on Mars planet.
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Introduction
REDMARS is a decentralized BSC Network token that aims to bring multiple aspects together to contribute our part to serve
humanity in terms of space technology and economy. We strongly believe in the upcoming future’s shelter will be needed
for life and MARS can be our next home. We will bring prosperity to REDMARS
(RMARS) holders.
We are committed to launching multiple projects on our community and our
upcoming Launchpad, where fees and profits will be distributed among our
holders over their lifetimes. We will establish an organization for research and
development work related to space science & technology.
We have multiple projects that will be beneficial to our holders, including NFT
marketplace (Related to Space Science & Technology), Donation/Charity
platform, IDO Launchpad, and Launch of sub-projects under the umbrella of
REDMARS.

Our Upcoming projects will have a unique concept and utility of our purpose to reach Mars’s soil till 2025 as well as
bringing up the profit for our holders. Our subprojects will also have multiple features like staking, farming and other
innovative utilities.
The NFT marketplace is a platform that is used to trade digital assets in a decentralized manner with the power of block
chain technology. This platform is a very transparent, secure, and reliable platform due to its integration with the block
chain network.
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REDMARS Coins (RMARS) Tokenomics
Tokenomics
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A Total of 250,000,000 (Two Hundred Fifty Million) Token will be supplied out of which 58.40% will
be utilised for Liquidity & Burning. A total of 12% will be utilised for the first Presales and then 6.60%
for second presale phase. Then 8% of will be reserved for marketing of the product and services,
while another of 8% will be reserved for the REDMARS Coin Team. The remaining 7% of the token
will be given for beneficial cause of the society.

Token Information

Token Name

REDMARS

Ticker

REDMARS Coins (RMARS)

Supply

250,000,000

Protocol
Listing
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BEP-20 or Binance Smart chain
standard protocol
Pancake Swap and further will be
available on REDMARSwap
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Development Roadmap of
REDMARS Coins Token
Here we present the complete roadmap of the development plan of the REDMARS (RMARS) Coins for our contributors and
Token holders. We have also elaborated the all phase of development in detail for our beloved investing community

PHASE – I
This is initial part of our plan to start in the achieving the object of the reaching the REDMARS (RMARS) Coins to overcome
the Bitcoins and step on the Mars planet by 2025.

1. CONCEPT & CONTRACT CREATION
The main aim here is to create decentralised block chain crypto currency to run the program to invest and earn benefit in
terms financial and social wellness. The team will ensure to get the contract to launch the REDMARS (RMARS) Coins on the
online platform.

2. PRESALE LAUNCH
Here we will introduce the presale of the RMARS Token in the market to get more clients with beneficial discounts and sale
price of the RMARS token. With this presale many will enhance and boost the financial capability of the team as well as
new investors trust will build in this financial token.

3. LISTING ON PANCAKE SWAP
Pancake Swap is a type of DEX known as an automated market maker (AMM). This essentially means that there are no
order books, bid/ask system or limit/market orders. Instead, users trading on the platform automatically draw liquidity
from one or more liquidity pools, which then rebalance after the trade is complete.
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With listing on the Pancake Swap RMARS token holders and new investors can earn more tokens. It provides RMARS Coins
project investors and holders of token low fees as well as faster transactions. Along with no KYC requirement which
removes user’s privacy completely. Pancake Swap has gone through the time and expense of receiving an audit from the
cyber-security firm CertiK.

PHASE – II
Now we will take a further step to introduce our crypto currency for new investors in the market with other beneficial
opportunities to replace the old traditional centralised financial system in the World. With this project will ensure to reach
Mars by the year 2025.

1. LISTING ON EXCHANGES
With listing on the different crypto currency exchange other platforms we will enable the other investors to buy and sell
their token without any difficulty from any kind of online crypto currency trading platforms.

2. COIN GECKO LISTING
Coin Gecko was founded in 2014 by TM Lee (CEO) and Bobby Ong (COO) with the mission to democratize the access of
crypto data and empower users with actionable insights. It deep dive into the crypto space to deliver valuable insights to
the users through our crypto currency reports, as well as our publications, newsletter and more. This is will ensure the
RMARS holders the validity of their token holdings as well as provide earning insight from this crypto currency.

3. COINMARKETCAP LISTING
CoinMarketCap is the world's most-referenced price-tracking website for crypto assets in the rapidly growing crypto
currency space. Its mission is to make crypto discoverable and efficient globally by empowering retail users with unbiased,
high quality and accurate information for drawing their own informed conclusions. With help of this the holders of the
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RMARS token will benefit more from their investment as they see and understand the trend in the global crypto currency
market.

PHASE – III
From this phase will focus completely to construct and build Launchpad for our mission to reach and settle the humankind
on the planet Mars by 2025. The aim is developed and construct every necessary and important equipment to reach and
settle on the planet Mars.

1. LAUNCHPAD
In this phase of our crypto currency we as team and community will ensure to develop as well as construct the necessary
requirements as well as equipment’s to help the humans reach on the planet of Mars by 2025. We ensure our investors for
a better future and prosperity along with financial growth on the Mars planet.
To reach our goal we will invest in the technology of the rovers to keep the research to settle on the Mars with other
humans beings. Our team is dedicated to develop every necessary satellite and space research centres to keep our research
on the study of the planet of Mars to create a Launching base of the satellite to the Mars planet by the year 2022.
Our token holders will benefit from this as it will provide them an opportunity to begin a new financial system which
provides better wealth growth and development on the new home known as Mars. This will help us to prepare ourselves to
settle on the planet and deploy the REDMARS Coins as medium of exchange and asset.

2. DONATION/CHARITY PLATFORM
Our investor as well as our team does not only focus to invest and earn the profit from the increase of value of the tokens.
But we also ensure to contribute and provide our platform to help and promote the social cause by the way of donation or
charity to the benefit those who cannot afford the financial security in today’s insecure environment.
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PHASE – IV
This phase is most important phase of the humans’ life as it will help us to invest and develop the technology to settle and
create the environment of the Mars planet suitable for the humans. This is phase of crypto currency will completely focus
on the future developments and innovations in the space research programme.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT FOR SPACE PROGRAM
With the help of our investors and token holders and as well traders will not only overcome the Bitcoins but also empower
ourselves as well as investors to contribute to build the future of humans on the Mars planet along with financial growth
and development of the token holders.
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